032020 - DREAM: Rolling Revivals, Awakening, Reformation. Dreams - Visions Words - The Next 13 Years - 2020-2033
The last 5 days I have had an intense burning to read about past revivals and awakenings.
Denver revival of 1905
First Great Awakening
Second Great Awakening
Third Great Awakening
Fourth Great Awakening (Arguable - 1960’s-1970’s - some say WWII time frame)
In the midst of reading and digging into the moves of God above, also digging into related
scripture, I ran across ran across a video of Randy Clark reading
“ Its not separate moves, its the same move” - Randy Clark

I had a dream last night:
I saw a Time Line, running from Left to right, like a chronological time line. The line itself
started with 2020 (on the left) and ended with 2033 (on the right); with hashmarks for each year,
numerals every five years, but a clear starting point and ending point at 2020/2033 with a faint
dash line running vertically. There was a squiggly line running through the middle of the time
line. At first I thought it looked like a heart rate monitor with the lines that spike up and down. I
then realized is was a line graph that was measuring something. I asked God, “what is that?” He
responded, “There are many peaks and valleys that will come to pass." It was then that I noticed
the darkened (shading) in the downslopes of the line graph.
Above the line graph there were 3 words; Rolling Revivals, Awakening, and
Reformation. Above these three words on the left side I saw ’02-02-22’ and on the right side
’03-03-33’. Below the 03-03-33 I saw the infinity symbol (a sidewards 8).
I woke up and it was 3:33am. All I could see was Jeremiah 33:3 Call to me and I will answer
you, and will tell you great and hidden things that you have not known.
•
•
•

Like a love letter from God saying, "this is just a sign of things to come… this is not
good bye...just see you later....to be continued….”
I felt like this was a love letter that will never end, being revisited over and over again,
God revealing to me what he wills, speaking 'what is to take place next'.
I also sensed that there were going to be many Kairos moments in the years to come and
that God was good and faithful to finish that which he has started.

As I started to realize what God was showing me, what he was foretelling in this moment, and
the continued dreams/revelation that were to come regarding this dream. I felt the holy reverent
fear of God consumed me.

